
MARKETING CHANEL

In Marketing Strategy of Chanel, it uses a mix of demographic & psychographic segmentation strategies to make its
offering available to the.

Chanel opened her millinery store in at 21 Rue Cambon. Chanel worked tirelessly until her death attending
fittings and making alterations to the clothes that encapsulated the essence of Gabrielle Chanel herself. It was
founded by Gabrielle Chanel, famously known as Coco Chanel in and was revolutionary in its designs as it
freed the women of 20th century from the corseted dresses they were wearing to more comfortable and
naturally flattering dresses. With the launch of chance perfume, Chanel is targeting women between the age
group  Their association indirectly expresses the brand philosophy â€” an icon of complete refinement,
affluence, and high living. Another symbol associated with the Chanel brand is the lion. Chanel does not go
for mass production and comes up with limited editions of products, especially in the fashion clothes and fine
jewellery segment. As well as helping to portray an aloof image, this also takes away the need to interact with
users or stray into using social channels for the purpose of customer service. This eludes that the higher price
means higher quality and exclusivity. With the aim of promoting its mission to make fashion more sustainable,
it created one of the most diverse ads of all time. In , Chanel announced they were to globally harmonise the
pricing structure for 3 signature bags, including the Boy bag,  Again, this can be a dangerous strategy for
luxury brands, with influencers potentially diluting exclusivity and veering into mass-market promotion.
Gucci is also famous for their floral and insect-based designs, giving a new, fresh garden feel. As long as you
know how a luxury brand can make the most of social media, it can be a wonderful place to market yourself
and gather a whole lot of attention. Emerging markets are good places for companies to look into to sell their
products as the competition is usually smaller, therefore a bigger market share is available. After a couple of
years with her millinery business, Chanel venture into fashion. Each Chanel stores outer appearance is sleek,
minimal, with just the brand name on display, no advertisements in the windows just one or two mannequins
and accessories. Aesthetics over everything: creating visual spectacles to be talked about Chanel has also
earned a reputation for its theatrical and over-the-top runway shows, of which in recent years have featured
increasingly elaborate backdrops and stunning settings. But what keeps users so engaged? Their main
consumers are wealthy people in high powered jobs. However, with a large percentage of shoppers now being
influenced and even making decisions based on what they see online â€” social is a hugely important tool for
luxury brands looking to deepen consumer engagement. The company offers trendy handbags as well. Past
runway shows have included giant icebergs, an underwater kingdom and even a replica of an entire Parisian
street. However, they both sit near the top of the luxury fashion market. Perhaps understandably, luxury
brands tend to be a little more cautious when it comes to how and what they share on social. Some of its iconic
products include the Chanel suit, the perfume No. These movies feature noted celebrities and supermodels.
Their content creates this whole other world where the Chanel men and women float through an artistic,
romantic life that is just a total fantasy. With Ted Baker traditionally taking on a different narrative for each
passing season, Keeping Up with the Bakers has certainly become a standout, creating a fully immersive
world for consumers to explore. The house of chanel is known for its fashion stores all over the globe.
However, in order to increase market share, emphasis on mass media and e-commerce would be effective
which the competitors are already practicing. It also has its stores at airports since that is where most of the
potential customers travel. While image and text-based content is effective, video content can be far more so
when it comes to generating engagement on social. In , however, Jigsaw decided to break the mould, basing its
print, social, and digital marketing campaign around the importance of immigration in fashion. Later in the
brands lifetime a cosmetics range was launched, the two-toned shoes and bags. The interlocking double C
logo, Camelia flower, quilted leather, and use of monochromatic black and white all serves to strengthen its
identity, and are instantly recognizable as quintessentially Chanel. Later leaving Balsan and moving back to
Paris with Capel Jones,  With years of history, the in-depth and well-produced nature of the campaign also
reflects the quality of the brand.


